
Guided Reading 18.1 

ORIGINS OF THE COLD WAR 
On your own paper, answer the following questions as you read Chapter 18, Section 1 (Pgs 602-608) 

You do not have to write the question so long as you staple the questions to your answer sheet when finished. 

1. What filled the soldier with joy and what made it turn to shock? 

2. Who controls the economy in Capitalism vs. Communists states? 

3. List one reason why the U.S. didn’t trust the Soviet Union and one reason why they didn’t trust us. 

4. What was the United Nations intended to do and what did it soon become? 

5. (Key Players Box) What did the sign on Truman’s desk say and what does “Stalin” mean? 

6. What promise did Stalin break? 

7. As the Economic leader of the world, what interests did America have in Europe? (two interests) 

8. Why did the Soviets feel justified in wanting to control Eastern Europe? 

9. Define Satellite Nation. 

10. The U.S. post war foreign policy was “containment”. What did that mean? 

11. What was the “Iron Curtain”? 

12. What was the Truman Doctrine? 

13. What was the Marshall Plan and how did it benefit the U.S (see margin-“ background”)? 

14. Why did Stalin blockade (close) the highways and railroads around Berlin? 

15. What was the “Berlin Airlift” and how did it end? 

16. What was NATO (what does it stand for and what were they agreeing to by joining)? 

17. What “hope” ended with the Cold War? 
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